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Abstract— Text mining has been around for many years in
order to extract latent information from textual documents.
However, there is meta-data associated with the textual
documents. Such data is nothing but the provenance
information, links related to documents, user access related
data. The meta-data plays a vital role in understanding the
documents and their usage dynamics. Based on this
information it is possible to achieve clustering of such
documents. Textual and non-textual information can be used
to help improve clustering process. However, knowing the
importance of meta-data and how it is useful in clustering is
non trivial. Therefore it is important to make use of metadata that is important and reliable in order to use it for
clustering process. There is noise that can be understood and
removed in order to achieve quality in clustering. In this
paper we propose and implement a mechanism that helps in
making effective clustering. We built a prototype
application that can be used to demonstrate the proof of
concept. The empirical results revealed that the proposed
mechanism works fine for clustering textual data based on
associated meta-data.
Key words: Data mining, text mining, text clustering,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Text clustering is the process of grouping similar documents
that have related information. Since the WWW is rich in
textual data, it is widely used to perform text clustering. The
text clustering process is meant for analysing textual data in
order to group documents so as to help in different
applications in the real world. When text documents are
grouped together search in particular group becomes easy.
This way many applications are possible on the clustered
documents.
Traditionally clustering takes place based on the
term frequency in the textual documents. However, with
increased usage of web and datasets, there is associated data
with every text document. The associated data is also known
as side information. This data is very useful to make
clustering decisions. This data is known as meta data. Meta
data is of many types. The data which is related to a
document in terms of links, number of users accessing the
data and other related information. This data can be used in
data mining or text mining in order to perform clustering,
classification and other text mining activities.
In this paper our focus is clustering the documents
based on the meta data available. We proposed and
implemented a new mechanism that takes care of clustering
documents based on the side information. We built a
prototype application that can be used to demonstrate the
proof of concept. The empirical results revealed that the
proposed mechanism works fine for clustering textual data
based on associated meta-data. The remainder of the data is
structured as follows. Section II provides review of
literature. Section III presents the proposed system in detail.
Section IV presents experimental results while section V
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
Mining textual data has been around for many years.
Processing data which is present in text files or unstructured
data is very important as great majority of data in the WWW
is in the form of text. Thus the text clustering came into
existence. Text clustering is one of the approaches to
process textual data. This is widely studied in the literature
as explored in [1], [2] and [3]. The major part of the
literature reveals that there has been increased research in
the concept known as scalable clustering of data of different
types with even multiple dimensions existed [4]. A good
review of clustering algorithms that work on the textual data
can be found in [5] and [6]. In the context of textual data
only research is in abundance. Scatter-gether is the
technique [7] well known for text clustering. It makes use of
paritional and agglomerative clustering techniques. It does
mean that it is the blend of both and gets the synergic effect
in its results of clustering. There are many other methods
available for clustering as explored in [8] and [9]. Coclustering is another concept of clustering which is used in
the literature. It is explored in [10] and [11]. Another
method known as expectation maximization (EM) is used
for text clustering [12]. Yet another method used for text –
clustering is known as Matrix factorization as discussed in
[13]. Based on the relevance this technique selects words
from the documents in order to complete the clustering
process. It is one of the alternative methods for expectation
maximization method.
Topic-Modelling is another area which is similar to
the text clustering. Other similar areas include textcategorization, and event tracking as explored in [14], [15],
[16] and [17]. Topic driven clustering is used for clustering
textual data based on the topics given [18]. With respect to
key word extraction, text clustering methods were explored
in [19]. Network based linkage information and its related
work based on text clustering is found in [20], [21], and
[22]. For side information attributes, these techniques are
not suitable. In this paper we proposed as approach using
certain attributes that work in tandem with text clustering.
Some limited work has been done on clustering
text in the context of network-based linkage information
[23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], though this work
is not applicable to the case of general side information
attributes. In this paper, we will provide a first approach to
using other kinds of attributes in conjunction with text
clustering. We will show the advantages of using such an
approach over pure text-based clustering. Such an approach
is especially useful, when the auxiliary information is highly
informative, and provides effective guidance in creating
more coherent clusters. We will also extend the method to
the problem of text classification, which has been studied
extensively in the literature. Detailed surveys on text
classification may be found in [31], [32].
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This section provides the details of the proposed system. As
shown in Figure 1, the proposed system has an algorithm
meant for clustering documents. User provides many
documents as input. The clustering algorithm extracts meta
data and uses it for clustering decisions. The output is a
group of documents that are related. These clusters are very
useful for further processing in the real world applications.

Fig. 1: Proposed mechanism
As can be seen in Figure 1, it is evident that the
proposed mechanism throws light into text mining
especially clsustering of given documents. We proposed an
algorithm to achieve this. The algorithm has two phases
namely extracting meta data of documents and the clustering
process. In the first phase, the algorithm extract meta data
while in the second phase actual clustering takes place based
on the side information available.

text clustering and also clustering based on the additional
information available with the publications.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Experiments are made with the prototype application. The
datasets are used as described in the previous section. The
results reveal that there is clustering of documents based on
the side information or meta data. The results are as follows.

Fig. 3: Clustering comparison
As can be seen in Figure 2, it is evident that there is
clustering with two approaches and the results are
compared. The results revealed that K-means achieved more
purity than other approach. The results are on purity versus
number of clusters.

A. Text Clustering Algorithm

Fig. 2:
As can be seen in the proposed algorithm, there are two
things important. First one is set of documents and the
second one is the associated meta data for each document.
The meta dat is used to make clustering decisions. Initially
the clusters are with a single document and as the process
goes on the clusters are updated with relevant documents.
The aim of this clustering is to group documents with high
intra-cluster similarity and low inter-cluster similarity.
B. Datasets Used
We used to datasets for experiments in this paper. They are
known as Cora dataset and DBLP-Four-Area dataset. The
former has plenty of scientific publications while the latter
also has data of different publications. These datasets
provide ample opportunity to explore different aspects of

Fig. 3: Clustering Comparison with Data Size
As can be seen in Figure 3, it is evident that there is
clustering with two approaches and the results are
compared. The results revealed that K-means achieved more
purity than other approach. The results are on purity versus
size of dataset.

Fig. 4: Clustering Comparison
As can be seen in Figure 4, it is evident that there is
clustering with three approaches and the results are
compared. The results revealed that the proposed approach
achieved more purity than other approach. The results are on
purity versus number of clusters.
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As can be seen in Figure 7, it is evident that there is
clustering with three approaches and the results are
compared. The results revealed that the proposed approach
needs more running time.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 5: Clustering Comparison Based on Data Size
As can be seen in Figure 5, it is evident that there is
clustering with three approaches and the results are
compared. The results revealed that the proposed approach
achieved more purity than other approach. The results are on
purity versus data size.

In this paper we studied clustering of textual documents.
The existing techniqniues on text clustering are mostly
based on the term frequency and other metrics that are
widely used in the literature. Howver, every textual
document has associated meta data that can provide valuable
information in processing text documents. Especially, in text
mining, it is possible to use such meta data for classification
or clusteing tasks. In this paper we used meta data in order
to perform clustering of documents. We proposed an
algorithm that works in two phases. In the first phase, it
extracts the meta data of each document and prepares a
vector. In the second phase, this vector information is used
in order to perform clustering techniques. The similarity
measure is from 0.0 to 1.0 inndicating dissimilar and highly
similar respectively. The value between these two indicates
the relative similarity. The proposed algorithm makes
clusters of given documents abased on the Meta data. Our
prototype application demonstrated the proof of concept.
The empirical results revealed that the algorithm works fine
when Meta data is available and there is relevant metadata.
This research can be improved further in order to improve
the quality of clustering by fine-tuning the side information
associated with documents.
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